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“In our first full month of using iWAREHOUSE , we experienced a total of 45 alerts. We provided
additional training for the operators involved. Five months later, we reduced the alerts to five.”
Dan Murphy, Warehouse Manager, Masters Gallery Foods

Risk management: reducing the impact
of impacts.
With all the risks associated with running a busy warehouse, you need
visibility into day-to-day operations. With iWAREHOUSE, you have a
wealth of real-time data at your fingertips with which to make timely

Benefits:
»»

 ith iWAREHOUSE monitoring and recording impact events,
W
you’ll see lower costs related to truck repairs, damaged inventory,
and racking.

»»

Y ou’ll have the ability to promote operator accountability and a
more productive operating environment

»»

Y ou’ll know what is contributing to the number of impacts
recorded and whether further operator training is required
or a change in the warehouse environment must be made.

decisions and changes that will have an impact on the bottom line.
The iIMPACT module:
»»

Monitors truck impacts with automatic notification

»»

Detects impacts immediately

»»

 elivers automated, real-time alerts via email and/or
D
text message

»»

Classifies impacts according to severity

»»

R ecords and reports data such as speed, acceleration, and
G-force of impact

»»

Helps reduce damage to racks, products, and lift trucks

Provides actions for each level of impact:
»»

Low – simply recorded

»»

 oderate to High – audible alert message sent to
M
supervisor, speed limited (most Raymond ® trucks), truck must
be reset by supervisor

iIMPACT
facts and figures

DASHBOARD VIEW
The iWAREHOUSE GATEWAY ® dashboard view of iIMPACT provides both a count of impacts
over the last 7 days and a year-over-year total impact comparison

REPORTING FUNCTIONALITY
Multiple views allow information to be sorted
by operator, vehicle, alert level and location, for
ease of identifying areas of concern.

information collected from each impact
includes the following:
»» Operator

»» Date/Time

IMPACT INFORMATION

»» Impact level

»» Vehicle ID number

»» Severity level

»» Vehicle model

From the bar chart, drill down into a list view that can be
quickly sorted by key information such as operator, vehicle,
date or alert level.

(Warning or Alarm)

»» Facility location
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